Verification of statistical-overlap theory in micellar electrokinetic chromatography.
The limited peak capacity of neutral compounds in micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) causes peak overlap in a simple 38-compound sample that is predicted by statistical-overlap theory (SOT). The low-concentration sample was prepared in-house from several compound classes to span the entire migration-time range and was resolved partially in a pH=7 phosphate buffer containing 50 mM sodium dodecyl sulfate. Peaks, singlets, doublets, and other multiplets were identified on the basis of known migration times and were counted at 13 voltages spanning 4 - 26 kV. These numbers agreed well with predictions of a simple SOT based on the assumption of an inhomogeneous Poisson distribution of migration times. Because the dispersion theory of MEKC is simple, the standard deviations of single-component peaks were modeled theoretically. As part of a new way to implement SOT, probability distributions of the numbers of peaks, singlets, and so on, were computed by Monte Carlo simulation. These distributions contain all theoretical information on peak multiplicity predictable by SOT and were used to evaluate the agreement between experiment and theory. The peak capacity of MEKC was calculated numerically and substituted into the simplest equations in SOT, affirming that peak overlap arises from limited peak capacity.